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Ogier in Jersey now has the highest number of lawyers of the island's rms who are ranked with

IFLR 1000.

The IFLR 1000 2020 results show that Ogier's Jersey practice has 17 ranked lawyers which equates

to a quarter of all the individuals ranked in the island. Of that number, nine have been ranked as

highly regarded, one, Jersey's Practice Partner Raulin Amy, is recognised as a market leader and

six as rising stars. Alexandra O'Grady and Kevin Grové are both new to the 2020 rankings as

rising stars. The Jersey o ce has also maintained top tier status for its nancial and corporate,

and investment funds services.

Client feedback on the rm and for individual lawyers was extremely positive and focused on the

responsiveness and technical knowledge of the team and the careful and pragmatic advice

received.

Raulin said: "The rankings are a re ection of the hard work of the whole team and a well-earned

recognition of the quality of service provided to clients and intermediaries. Ogier has an

excellent, highly professional team o ering a top quality, practical advice across a number of

service lines and I am delighted that we have had such a strong showing in the rankings for

Jersey."

The ILFR 1000 notes Ogier's work in the corporate space on sizeable deals involving Jersey

schemes of arrangement including Takeda's acquisition of Shire and Randgold Resources’

merger with Barrick Gold, and the increase in Jersey based M&A.

Ogier's cross-jurisdictional reach also features in the ranking review which acknowledges that

"in the investment funds space the rm is boosted by its Luxembourg o ce which gives it more

options to o er clients".

Across the Channel Islands Ogier now has 24 individuals ranked with The IFLR 1000.
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About Ogier

Ogier is a professional services rm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most

demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, e cient and cost-e ective services

to all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our

people.

Disclaimer

This client brie ng has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The

information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a

comprehensive study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for

speci c advice concerning individual situations.

Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice

Meet the Author

Raulin Amy

Partner

Jersey

E: raulin.amy@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514239

Key Contacts

Alexander Curry
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Partner

Jersey

E: alexander.curry@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514032

Richard Daggett

Partner

Jersey

E: richard.daggett@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514071

Simon Dinning

Partner

Jersey

London

E: simon.dinning@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514251
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Katrina Edge

Partner

Jersey

E: katrina.edge@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514192

Marie-Claire Fudge

Partner

British Virgin Islands

E: marie-claire.fudge@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514307

Kevin Grové

Managing Associate

Jersey

E: kevin.grove@ogier.com
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T: +44 1534 514277

Emily Haithwaite

Group Partner, Ogier Legal L.P.

Jersey

E: emily.haithwaite@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514072

Niamh Lalor

Partner

Jersey

E: niamh.lalor@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514210

Bruce MacNeil

Partner
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Jersey

E: bruce.macneil@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514394

Alexandra O'Grady

Managing Associate

Jersey

E: alexandra.o'grady@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514081

Sophie Reguengo

Partner

Jersey

E: sophie.reguengo@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514122
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Simon Schilder

Partner

British Virgin Islands

E: simon.schilder@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514298

Matthew Shaxson

Group Partner, Ogier Legal L.P.

Jersey

E: matthew.shaxson@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514064

Nick Williams

Partner

Jersey

E: nick.williams@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514318
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Jad Nader

Partner

Luxembourg Legal Services

E: jad.nader@ogier.com

T: +352 2712 2047

Related Services

Banking and Finance

Corporate

Structured Finance

Mergers and Acquisitions

Investment Funds

Real Estate Finance

Legal

Related Sectors

Real Estate

Restructuring and Insolvency

Real Estate Finance

Private Equity

Energy and Natural Resources

Funds Hub
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